Rear Air Conditioner
Without Reverse Cycle
With Louvered Sides

LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc. (LG)
Model LW1817IVSM
Capacity: 18,000 BTUs

Estimated Yearly Energy Cost

$81

$115 $182

Cost Range of Similar Models

The estimated yearly energy cost of this model was not available when the range was published.

14.7

Combined Energy Efficiency Ratio

Your cost will depend on your utility rates and use.

- Cost range based only on models of similar capacity without reverse cycle and without louvered sides.
- Estimated annual energy cost is based on a national average electricity cost of 13 cents per kWh and a seasonal use of 8 hours a day over a 3 month period.
- For more information, visit www.ftc.gov/energy.